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Workshops Conducted:
Responsive Web Design & Development-

Students learn how to build simple web pages and basic mobile safety
Navigating Social Media & Building Safe Spaces-

Students learn about the evolving media, hands-on digital art classes to build posters, and learning to 
speak about one's emotions and the way social media influences us.

Interactive Media of 21st Century
Students learn principles of photography, storyboarding, filming, editing and creating a channel on 

youtube.
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We at AMMACHI drew the curtains for 2021 with tear filled goodbyes and promises to return again, to
learn more and train more and grow more.A team of five  AMMACHI labs trainers travelled to  the state of
Chhattisgarh late December to conduct an in-person series of workshops under the project titled
“Digital@ikya: Empowering rural school children with 21st century digital skills” Through this project,
funded by the Department of Science and Technology, of the Government of India, we had chosen three
pertinent digital skills and tools to teach which would promote basic digital literacy in the rural schools of
India.

A few weeks prior to the Digital@ikya workshops, a
pre-assessment of the chosen school revealed that the
students had very limited knowledge of computers, but
were very excited to learn. The students had smartphones
which they often used to access youtube and google, but
lacked functional digital skills. Based on this finding, the
team conducted three workshops, training 75 students
between the ages of 13 and 18 (classes 8th std to 12th
std)

Students of HSSB brimmed with excitement as they
poured into their classes for five days of  digital immersion.
A classroom unlike any other, where smartphones became

a tool to skill up and showcase one's understanding rather than a source of distraction.



Interactive Media of 21st Century
Under the workshop titled Interactive Media of 21st Century children learnt the rule of thirds and many
such fundamentals of photography, edited, made storyboards, filmed and edited their own mini movies.
Which they later went on to upload on their own newly created youtube channels

AMMACHI Labs  trainer explains rules of cropping an image.. Students learn filming techniques.

Watch them all here
https://youtu.be/EWmfdwjp87k
https://youtu.be/DbZwWfwAV5A
https://youtu.be/0fuk9aKpedI

“Aise questions ke barien mein humne socha jo ab tak humne kabhi socha bhi nahin tha…. Jaise ki
..main kaun hu?... humne apne anubhavo ke baare me seekha aur saath hi jigyasa ke baare me jiski

https://youtu.be/EWmfdwjp87k
https://youtu.be/DbZwWfwAV5A
https://youtu.be/0fuk9aKpedI


sahayata se hum khud par bharosa kar sakte hai." (These are questions that we have never thought
about..like ..who am I ?..We learnt about our own

Self introspection and awareness building
sessions coupled with art as a meditation
helped children ease into a space where
they felt comfortable speaking and
opening up with the trainers.  They were
also taught to use the CANVA, an app to
make digital flyers and posters, to easily
foray into the space of digital art. Later to
share their artwork and to understand how
to  build a digital identity they were taught
how to create an instagram handle for the
school to post about events and
information about their school and its
premises.

Students learnt to make Digital posters using CANVA

https://www.instagram.com/hssbijapur/ instagram page created by students for the school

https://www.instagram.com/hssbijapur/


As coding has become a foundational skill, with the
most number of jobs requiring one to have or
acquire  a preliminary understanding of code, the
Responsive Web Design & Development workshop
began by introducing students to the various
components of a computer. They were familiarized
with its fu

nctionalities through simple programs and tasks
before learning about the internet, and the world

wide web. Here students were taught to create simple web pages using HTML and learn about the
backend of the various web pages they regularly visit.

Students write their first lines of HTML code on notepad

Students were encouraged to follow along and to develop confidence in their abilities. They learned
quickly and gradually developed confidence to explore and express themselves. (nihal image)This was
coupled with lively heartfelt interactions and maintaining a trainer -dost (trainer -friend) attitude helped
students easily approach the trainer when in doubt.

Trainers assess class
comprehension levels using
AMRITA CARD app and student
draws out what he has understood

Students were also
taught exercises to
release stress and
build confidence.



The students completely surpassed the expectations of the
trainers. Although most of them had never used computers,
with the training and prompting, they were able to produce
videos, and create web pages and social media pages and
content

Students often stayed back long after the formal workshop timings to continue practising
typing or just lean more about the computer

At the end of the 5 days training The principal remarked,
“it is not an ordinary feat to get students to sit from 10 am to 5
pm in the evening and still have them engaged and wanting to
learn more. The way you have become one with them and
sparked an interest and a desire to learn in this short period of
time is praise-worthy.”
Principal Mr. Pradeep Mandavi Government Higher Secondary School, Bijapur Amravati

At the end of the 5 days workshop all students were
awarded with a course completion certificate and were
encouraged to share their learnings and experience.
The principal was surprised to see students who never
speak in public come forth and express their gratitude
to the AMMACHI labs trainers and for the skills they
had imparted.

Overall we observed how much the workshops were
instrumental in increasing student self-confidence by
building capacity and skills. It helped instill faith in their
abilities to further explore ways to develop their
competencies. Seeing the enthusiasm displayed by
the students and the eagerness to learn. AMMACHI Labs decided to go one step ahead and sustain the
learnings by helping the school seek funding for a permanent lab in the school premises. AMMACHI Labs
Project Manager, Pavan visited the Kondagaon DIstrict Collector with a request to set up a computer lab in
the school along with a salaried computer teacher to ensure the students can keep learning and explore



further. With a promise to sanction one in the second quarter of 2022 we left Kondagaon with hope and
optimism.

Observations & Outcomes:

● 75 students were trained in 3 workshops over 5 days.
● It was observed that initially the students required detailed step-by-step assistance from the
trainers because this was an altogether new experience for them. They were encouraged to follow along
and to develop confidence in their abilities. They learned quickly and gradually developed confidence to
explore and express themselves.
● The students completely surpassed the expectations of the trainers. Although most of them had
never used computers, with the training and prompting, they were able to produce videos, and create web
pages and social media pages and content.



● The students were so interested and engaged in the workshops, that they stayed back after their
classes to continue practicing on the computers. They wanted to learn more and more, and they engaged
the trainers to clear their doubts and go deeper into the content.
● The workshops were instrumental in increasing the self-confidence of the students and the trainers
supported them to further explore ways to develop their competencies and abilities.The workshops
exposed students to digital learning so much so that many of them expressed an interest to pursue further
studies and careers in these areas.

Traditional Bastar,Chattisgarh folk dancers depicted in full gaiety on the walls of Kondagaon District


